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 From the Editor’s Desk

A 25 year long  journey...
It is an oft-quoted idiom ‘Rome was not built in a day’ that we all know. So 
while penning down the editorial note for Carreo Chronicle it is very im-
portant to mention, that Carreograph Institute of Management Stud-
ies have come across a long way and travelled through the changing times 
to reach where it is today. Since its inception in the year 1997, the in-
stitute has made rapid strides across two and a half decades acquir-
ing enormous amount of rich experience and achieving the pinnacle of 
success through unlearning and learning along with the passing years.
         The magazine’s journey in the bygone year towards its fifth edition 
has witnessed numerous circumstances, whether be the changing pan-
demic situation, different modes of organizing events in the institution, 
new way of teaching to influence a student’s thought process, which is re-
flected in the student’s contribution for the magazine. On the eve of the 
institute’s 25th anniversary, the magazine intends to celebrate through 
student’s creativity and contemplation. So this edition will have a sea 
of new thoughts portrayed through write-ups, drawings and photogra-
phy. Each piece of creative writing, drawing or photography nonetheless, 
has a hidden message meant to be reflected on by our insightful readers.  
             Carreo Chronicle  has intended to captivate the student’s 
mind through varied creative work and has aptly given a plat-
form for manifesting his soul through his  thought-created piece  
of art  or literature. Every piece of work thus invites the reader to 
peruse the pages and live the moment as created by the young minds.
CIMS, 
Editorial Team

A Message
The world today is changing very fast and Carreograph Insti-
tute of  Management Studies as a part of the Education Industry 
need to pause and reflect on this entire new pattern and sys-
tem of education. There has been a paradigm shift from pure 
offline to a blended mode of delivery where students get the 
feel of online and offline mode of classes and evaluations. As 
an institute it has been our endeavour to make them ready for 
the future challenges which they are going to face in their life.
Educating the mind only, not educating the heart is no edu-
cation at all. As we are constantly developing our students, 
we are also encouraging them to open their analytical mind 
and be creative in life. Carreo chronicle is a platform which 
has been encouraging their creative minds for last 5 years.
I take this opportunity to complement the Editorial 
Team of Carreo Chronicle for their relentless effort to-
wards publishing the 5th Edition of our college magazine.

Ms.Pinki Basu Choudhury
HOD,

Department of  
Business Administration

Carreograph Institute of Management Studies was initiated with 
the objective of showing a career path to aspiring graduates 
who want to make a career in the pharmaceutical industry. 
Since 13th December, 1997, it has been our endeavour to give 
the best to our students and keep them updated and equipped 
with the challenges they have to face in order to maintain a 
balance in their personal and professional life and in the pro-
cess, get a scope for self-development along with enjoying what 
they do. We have always tried not to keep our training confined 
within the four walls of the classroom. Our students along with 
the classroom training gets several opportunities to nurture and 
showcase their potential which enhances their self-confidence.
Carreo Chronicle takes us down the memory lane of 2021-22. 
Students of different batches contributed in their own way to 
bring some colour and refreshment during a phase while keep-
ing ourselves positive amid the second wave of the pandem-
ic which was a real challenge. It is a beautiful representa-
tion of their creativity. The magazine is a platform to expand 
and explore their imagination and bring out the best in them. 

Ms.Sumita Sil
Training Manager 

MR Training
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                      In these pandemic times, 

when life has nonetheless undergone a 

sea-change, there might arise waves of 

thoughts and ideas in a student’s mind 

provoking him to pen down  his notion 

in a diary. Hence,a diary can be rightly 

thought of as a canvas portraying the mind.

        A young mind is apparently brimming 

with ambition  at times leading to inven-

tion and innovation in the distant future. 

Amidst the chaos and pressure of achieving 

the dream career, a student is often seen to 

be endowed with the flair for writing.The 

student’s diary captivates such an enor-

mous capability in each of its pages intend-

ing to give its avid readers a literary treat .

Riya Pandit
BBA 3rd year

We all grew up

From those little slate pencil in our hands,
to today's Smartphone .
From those sweet rhymes, 

to boring theories.
We all grew up.

From those cute little infatuations,
to real love stories.

From one birthday candy ,
to a house party. 
We all grew up.

 From revising the entire syllabus thrice,
to just going through it .

From that "Kharoos" principal,
to the "World's Best" principal.

We all grew up.
From those planned school picnics ,

to unusual school bunks.
From lunch box and water bottle,
to school canteen and public bottle .

We all grew up.
From tears to smile

and from smile to tears,
We all grew up with lots of memories and a few idiotic friends.



Priyajit Dey
9th December, 21 MR batch

 Cricket

Cricket   was   originated    in   Southern England   in the 
16th century. In the 18th century, cricket became the national sport 
of England. The first official International match was played be-
tween Canada vs United States at New York in 1844.The first Test 
match was held between England vs Australia at Melbourne in 1877.
                      Internationally, cricket is governed by the International 
Cricket Council (ICC).The first ODI was played between Austra-
lia vs England at Melbourne Cricket Ground in 5 January 1971.
                          Cricket is the most popular sport in 

India by far, and is played every where in the country. In-
dia won the first ICC World Cup in 1983 under the cap-
taincy of Kapil Dev. India won by defeating West Indies in 
the final. This was the most prestigious and remarkable mo-
ment for every Indians. Cricket is beyond popular in India. 
       Cricket is incomplete without Sourav Ganguly. He 
is known as the Bengal Tiger, Dada, Prince of Calcutta, 
The God of Offside, The Maharaja, The Warrior Prince.
His never give up attitude, patience, hardwork, ded-
ication towards the game inspires many of us. 

Many talented Indian cricketers owe their success to 
Sourav Ganguly like Yuvraj Singh, Harbhajan Singh, 
Virender Sehwag, Zaheer Khan and Ashish Nehra.  

Indian Cricket team completely changed under the captain-
cy of Sourav Ganguly. Ganguly is one of the most successful 
Indian Test Captain overseas with 11 wins. During his ten-
ure as a captain the team rank went up to second. He is now 
The President of Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI). 
                   Cricket is played at every corner of our country. Many 
of us have different cricketing idols. We idolizes Master Blaster 
Sachin Tendulkar, Rohit Sharma, Virat Kohli or our Captain cool 
Mahendra Singh Dhoni. While some admires KL Rahul, Hardik 
Pandya and others. We love to watch them play together for India. 
India has won numbers of International trophies under our Cap-
tain Cool MS Dhoni. India won the Inaugural 2007 ICC World 
T20, 2011 ICC Cricket World Cup and 2013 ICC Champions 
Trophy under his captaincy. He has brought the Indian Cricket 
team to number one position in ICC test rankings in 2009, he is 
often considered as the greatest captain of Indian Cricket team.
                       The most famous form is gully cricket. It is a 
game of team work, patience, dedication. We loved to play it 
along with our friends or compete with players from other place. 



There are many rules that most of us had played with. Pitch-
catch is considered out if you catch the ball in one hand. The 
first ball that every batsman will attempt is a trial ball. If the 
batsman hit six or the ball directly hit the wall of the neigh-
bour’s house or the glass window, then the batsman is out and 
he had to bear the expenses. The batsman should always leave 
some space so that the wicket is visible. If the batsman hits 
the ball hard and the ball is lost then the batsman had to pay 
for the new ball. To keep the game clean, the umpire is cho-
sen from the batting team. The extra player in the batting team, 
had to field for the fielding team so that both the team becomes 
equal. The scoreboard was maintained by the batting team.
       We had lot of memories in gully cricket. The intensity 
here is very high. The excitement in this sport is beyond words. 
Whenever we used to get time in the evening, we used to play 
gully cricket and execute some of the stances of our idols. We 
still remember our childhood when we use to collect mon-
ey to buy bat,ball and other cricketing equipments. Those 
days makes us nostalgic. Many of us try to find out some time 
from our daily schedule to play gully cricket with our friends.

                                 ******************           

Upasana Chattopadhyay
BBA 3rd year

You Are the Author of Your Own Destiny
We are all human beings. We take important decisions in our 
lives, regardless of  the place. If  the decision is correct, this de-
cision often has the ability to fix a chaotic life. But if  it is wrong, 
we continue our lives claiming it to be it for the play of  luck or 
tell us to forget that what already happened. Why?
The elders always say ‘look before you leap’. This is a proverb 
we all learn in childhood. We should think before taking a de-
cision. However, if  we make a mistake in our life, we are also 
advised to forget and move on. Just like when we make a mis-
take while doing a sum in mathematics, it is said to recheck or 
to practice again so that the right answer is finally obtained. We 
may take our life as mathematics where the calculation may be 
wrong, but if  we try to rectify our problems, we might get the 
correct answer.
For Midha, her life had been all ups and downs, but after a while 
she successfully organized her life beautifully, only with her 
own efforts. Midha Barik, has always been a talented girl born 
in a middle class family. She has not learned to give up



on anything in life, involved in different activities like sing-
ing, dancing & even sports, besides studying.
After 8th grade Midha’s father wanted to give up her studies, 
but her mother protested against this decision & encouraged 
Midha to pass the graduation. The path of  her studies had 
never been easy for her, which she couldn’t have crossed 
without her mother. Midha wanted to study more but unfor-
tunately her mother passed away. She lost her breath fight-
ing after her mother’s death. On the other hand, due to the 
bad condition of  her father’s health she was compelled to 
take a very vital decision about her life, that is marriage, in 
a very short time coupled by the pressure given by the rela-
tives.
We say that we live in a ‘modern’ world, but even after liv-
ing in a so-called ‘modern’ world, a girl’s life is very much 
thought in the perspective of  marriage. On the one hand her 
aim is to be a professionally successful woman, on the other 
hand,  she had to cope with marriage pressures surrounding 
her. Midha didn’t understand which path she should choose. 
Finally, she was submitted to choose the path of  marriage.

Within a year of  marriage Midha realized that the domestic 
life was not for her, she couldn’t live the life of  this subjuga-
tion. Day by day Midha had to tolerate the mental abuses of  
her husband as well as her mother-in-law, that eventually 
she came to forget the meaning of  living independently. She 
wanted to get rid of  this annoying painful life.
The only goal she has since her childhood is to be a financial-
ly independent  woman, not seeking any monetary help from 
anyone and also always wanted to help the poor & needy 
persons.But if  we are born as a girl, is it easy to do every-
thing as we wish? Yes, it is possible. In life, we should learn to 
choose the right path for us and believe in our choice. Midha 
got separated from her husband. She knew that a divorce 
has always been a talking point in our modern society which 
often leads to blaming the woman. Despite these,  a modern 
day woman moves forward without thinking of  anything but 
her goals in life. This decision can undoubtedly help in reor-
ganizing her life which got messed up lately, as well as solve 
the problems in the course of  the upcoming occurrences.
Midha, currently works as an employee of  the central gov-



ernment, holding a prestigious position and is a mother of  a 
cute girl Uma. No, she never married anyone again, but she 
decided to give birth to her child as a single mother. 
Nowadays, science is so advanced that we can fulfill our de-
sires of  our own life if  we can become financially self-reliant. 
In that way Midha also fulfilled her dream of  becoming a 
mother in her life by ignoring the possible gossips in the so-
ciety, firmly  believing in herself  that she didn’t do anything 
wrong.
We really have the freedom to live our life beautifully & in-
dependently. We are all human beings. We can’t always take 
the right decisions in our lives. But it’s not right to compro-
mise with the wrong decision in our whole life.
None of  us knows what is in the destiny. But we know how we 
want to meet our life goals. So each of  us should write our 
own destiny . ‘We should be the author of  our own destiny’. 
Only then can we correct the mistakes of  our lives, change 
our lives, & with that can change the attitude towards living 
a happy and contented life. 

**************

Anirban Bhattacharjee
BBA 3rd year

 Sisters

It is the night of 24th December, the Christmas Eve. There are 
colorful lights sparkling everywhere and songs are being played 
on various microphones. The roads are covered in white snow. 
Everyone is at home spending time with family or is out to do 
some shopping. The whole city is enjoying the night.
Near a church, under a streetlight, just before a toy stall, a girl 
in her twenty’s is standing on the pavement looking at the dis-
tant clock tower without any sparkle in her eyes. She seemed to 
be in deep thought. It is the third week after the death of her 
twin sister. They were born as conjoined twins where both were 
physically attached with each other. Despite this they survived 
after birth and grew up together without any problem. The sis-
ters were really close to each other and promised to stay togeth-
er till the end. At the time of the operation they promised each 
other that they would enjoy this Christmas together and start a 
new life. After her sister’s death, she got so depressed that she 
tried to kill herself several times. Despite her family and friend’s 
best effort, she can’t get over the trauma and guilt of her sister’s 
death as she was the one who suggested the operation in the first 
place. So on the eve of Christmas, she went on a walk to visit the 
church and on the way back home she looked at the clock tower 
and remembered the promise. 
She stood there on the pavement for nearly 5 minutes before a



kid pulled on her jacket. The girl snapped out of her thoughts 
and looked at the kid, who was holding a small teddy bear 
with a red hat. The kid looked at the girl with shimmering eyes 
and said “are you an angel too?” The girl was confused and 
just looked at the kid dumbfounded. Before she could reply 
the kid pointed at her wrists covered with scars and said, “My 
mother said only angels have marked wrists like that.” The girl 
noticed her uncovered hands and hurriedly hid them and re-
plied, “You are wrong, I am not an angel.” The little kid smiled 
and said, “Of course you are. My mum said only angels hurt 
themselves because they don’t like to live in earth. This world 
is destroying them and so they try to return to heaven again.” 
The girl looked at the kid. She smiled wryly and said, “You 
know, your mother is very wise.” The kid smiled and said, 
“Thank you. She’s also an angel, but she was already called 
home and is watching over me, dad and my brother.”The kid’s 
father, who was paying for the doll with his brother, called over 
the kid and went on their way.
The girl stood there silently for a few minutes before looking at 
the clock again. It was 12.00 am. There were fireworks going of 
everywhere and people were cheering, it was Christmas. The 
girl took out her phone and noticed there were three missed 
calls of her dad. She sighed, and looked at the sky smiling. Be-
fore calling her father and returning home she murmured to 
herself “Merry Christmas dear sister.”

                            *****************

Soumyadeb Mukherjee
20th January, 22 MR batch

TOURISM - AN INVISIBLE TRADE

Tourism has become a popular global leisure activity which ac-
counts for about 30%  of global trade and  7%  global export in ser-
vices. For many developing countries, tourism contributes more 
than these global averages. Tourism is the single largest foreign ex-
change earner which generates a net surplus in travel services.
                     Although  big government and private organi-
sations are associated with tourism but this sector is predomi-
nantly driven by small and medium scale enterprises which are 
particularly valuable as an agent for socio-economic progress. 
                Tourism has a wide range of goods and services which generates 
multiplier effects across many sub-activities in the value chain. These 
activities are interlinked with many other activities across the econo-
my and have beneficial effects on local and marginalized communities.
                Tourism makes up 1 in 10 jobs and presents significant op-
portunities for sustainable growth. It is especially important sector for 
the least developed countries as 45 out of 48 of these nations named 
tourism as a key sector for trade development. These studies evaluate 
the opportunities for a country’s integration into the world economy.
               Tourism can help in diversification of exports, improve a country’s 
image, and contribute in creation of jobs and the production of sophis-
ticated goods and services. It can also serve as the anchor that creates 
strong linkages with other sectors, from agriculture to education. This 
is where least developed countries can utilize their strength by proper 
management of the natural endowments and cultural environments, 
thus become the backbone of their tourism strategies. There are many 
types of tourism, from sightseeing to music, education to medical. A 
country must decide wisely what to focus on and build its infrastructure.
Tourism has grown massively as an industry over the past cen-
tury for a variety of reasons.In earlier days collecting infor-
mation was not easy as it is today. With the development and 
easy access of technology and internet any person can gather                                                     



information regarding travel and tourism within a very short span of time.
                            In present time there are wide ranges of ways to travel 
as a tourist.People can travel by cars, ships, trains and most importantly 
flights.  Motorways have linked places together while budget of trains 
and airlines have brought prices down and increased traffic volumes 
which makes tourism accessible to more people. Holiday in many rich 
nations have increased over the past centuries so now people can take 
more holidays during the year which swells the number of tourists.The 
income of the people has increased over time. Many families now have 
2 income earners and also they have fewer kids. All of these factors 
increase the likelihood of people becoming tourists. Mass tourism and 
package holidays have opened up markets to huge numbers of people 
as these are quite budget friendly. Extreme and ecological tourism are 
also becoming popular, these also increase the number of tourists glob-
ally.Availability of funds is one of the most important factors for tour-
ists. Development of banking and finance sectors has now connected 
the entire world on a single thread. Along with this the evolution of 
concepts such as ATM, debit cards, credit cards, EMI policies and travel 
financing agencies have made travelling very easy for tourists .Extensive 
coverage of holiday in media has increased the demand to travel.  Many 
newspapers have a “holiday” section; some even have holiday adver-
tisements while TV shows and many social media platforms can promote 
tourism. These advertisements attract people more towards tourism.
                Tourism is predicted to increase in the future. The number 
of international tourists is predicted to increase by 3.3%per year up to 
2030, reaching 1.8 billion tourist arrivals. Though it will grow globally, 
the fastest growth will be in the emerging economies in Asia, Africa and 
the Middle East. This increase in tourism has profound impacts on the 
economic and social characteristics of destinations. The total value of 
tourism to the world economy by 2027 could be as much as US$11 trillion.

       *****************

Supriyo Naskar
20th January, 22 MR batch

TODAY’S YOUTH IS TOMORROW’S LEADER

The greatest wealth and strength of any nation is its 
youth,whoever is born,must die, but youth is a part of society 
that is impossible to eradicate.
In ancient times the king’s son was the king but now the king 
is the one who deserves to be king .The society should give a 
chance to all the youth, we should take advantage of this op-
portunity and move forward. There are good aspects as well 
as bad aspects of youth & now the good is born with the 
bad .We should not let the bad ones go ahead and good ones 
should be at the very top.
Parents,teachers,administrators,social influencers and many 
respected peoples have all inspired the youth in many ways. 
They have given today’s youth a chance to be tomorrow’s 
leader.So our responsibility is to move forward in a coura-
geous way, never getting scared, never giving up.
We should...
We can...
We must be able to...

                                           Because 
         TODAY’S YOUTH IS TOMORROW’S LEADER

*****************



            Its an undeniable truth that art 
is quintessential manifestation of human exis-
tence. Centuries all over the world have encoun-
tered innumerable protrayal of artwork whether 
be through paintings or sculptures, depicting the 
people and culture. The human mind is  aptly 
depicted through different forms of art reinforcing 
the power of art and artwork in our mundane life.
               This  section is dedicated to 
showcase  the students’ brillance in paintings and 
sketches vividly elucidating their deep thoughts 
on the pages of the canvas. It is nonethe-
less, a great feast to the eyes of the readers  in 
general and the connoisseur of art in particular.

Palette& 

Pencil



Arpandeb Banerjee
27th February,21 MR batch

Souvick Sarkar
27th February, 21 MR batch



Mainak Pal
27th February,21 MR batch

Avijit Maity
22nd March,21 MR batch



Jayanta Chowdhury
27th March,21 MR batch

Sahajit Mistry
10th May,21 MR batch



Antana Nandy
10th May,21 MR batch

Joy De 
10th May,21 MR batch



Sunny Dhar
10th May,21 MR batch

Bidhan Haldar
10th May,21 MR batch



Ishanu Bhattacharya
19th May,21 MR batch

Sayan Dhar
1st June,21 MR batch



Sourav Das
7th June,21 MR batch

Suman Das
7th June,21 MR batch



Arpita Das
7th June,21 MR batch

Sayan Gangopadhyay
17th June,21 MR batch



Arnab Mandal 
21st July,21 MR batch

Rajib Chakraborty
4th August,21 MR batch



Arijit Kirtan
4th August,21 MR batch

Avishek Sikder
25th August,21 MR batch



Priyanka Biswas
14th September,21 MR batch

Debangita Kundu
BBA 3rd year



Biswajit Das
20th September,21 MR batch

Suradip Saha
9th December,21 MR batch



Shibnath Adhikary
15th December,21 MR batch

Subhradeep Nandi
8th January,22 MR batch



Subham Roy
20th January,22 MR batch

Saikat Paul
20th January,22 MR batch



Subhra Bapari
9th February,22 MR batch

Monojit Sarkar
26th February,22 MR batch



Subhadip Nandi
28th February,22 MR batch

Jayabrata Basak
28th February,22 MR batch



Through the Lens

Nowadays with photography 
emerging as a passion among 
many youngsters, the magazine 
intends to provide  a  platform 
for displaying the photography 
skills of the students. The stu-
dents  contributed   photographs  
depicting the diversity of nature 
and  life.  Each  photo, apparently, 
depicts life in  a unique way sig-
nifying the importance of captur-
ing the moment through the lens.  



Rupam Mondal
4th May, 21 MR batch

The Past

Upasana Chattopadhyay
BBA 3rd year

The Indian Terrain



Silent Whisper

Sayani Roy
1st June, 21 MR batch

Saugata Banerjee
17th June, 21 MR batch

Freedom



Arko Banerjee
17th June, 21 MR batch

The Mountain

Joyashis Dey
4th August, 21 MR batch

Devi



Sandeep Karmakar
1st September, 21 MR batch

Earth

Inteshar Ahmad
BBA 3rd year

Hue



Sanowar Hossain Molla
1st September, 21 MR batch

Purity

Ritwick Karmakar
1st September, 21 MR batch

The Bridge



Sandeepan Mitra
1st September, 21 MR batch

Celebration 

Debojyoti Bhattacharya
1st September, 21 MR batch

Goddess



Beauty

Kinjal Ghosh
14th September, 21 MR batch



Events form an important part  of  
Carreograph. The Institute believes 
that events should very much be includ-
ed along with course curriculum to en-
courage the students in developing the 
habit of participating in different ac-
tivities which helps them in nourish-
ing their talents in diverse domain.  
Given the pandemic situation the stu-
dents enthusiastically participated in 
online and offline programmes to cel-
ebrate the cause of coming together.

World Health Day



It is a common saying that ‘health 
is wealth’. Considering this in mind, 
the students celebrated the World 
Health Day on 7th of April. Given 
the growing concern  of health in 
pandemic  situation,  the students 
wanted to create awareness about 
the importance of having a good 
health.   To  celebrate on that day,  
the students made charts with mes-
sages  and diagram for   clear under-
standing. The students also played 
some games to signify the impor-
tance of fitness for good health.

Celebrating Literary Legends



The students contributed in 
an  online event celebrating the 
birth of nobel laurete Rabi-
ndranath Tagore on 7th of 
May and of rebellious poet 
Kazi Nazrul Islam on 24th 
of May. They participated 
through singing, poetry reci-
tation, narrating about the 
life & works, and artwork. 
The students showcased 
the greatness of the legends  

through this cultural  
event and   made the  pro-
gramme a grand  success. 
The students from different 
batches came  together  re-
inforcing the truth that  the 
love for ones own  coun-
try goes beyond all caste 
and creed, as believed 
by the two great poets.

Blood Donation Drive



Keeping in mind the larger ben-
efit of  the society,  the  stu-
dents arranged a blood dona-
tion camp in association with 
a Government sponsored hos-
pital and the local authorities.
To get donors, many groups  of people 
were   approached   like alumni,local 
shopkeepers, close acquaintances, 
employess of the Carreograph , etc.. 
The event   marked  the celebra-
tion of  the 75th year of Indepen-
dence through serving the society.

Celebrating Independence Day



To celebrate the 75th year of the 
nation’s Independence, the stu-
dents jointly collaborated online 
for various performances wheth-
er be giving speech on Indepen-
dence, dancing on patriotic songs, 
drawing posters, making   ani-
mated   messages  like   India’s 
map and playing instruments.

On  the posters the students wrote 
different  sentences picked up from  
the patriotic song  ‘Saare  Ja-
han  Se   Accha’.  The  students 
also  chose to draw the portrait 
of freedom fighters and display 
their pictures as a mark of re-
spect and  gratitude for the sacri-
fice of their lives for the country. 



The Festive Aura



Festivals form the essence of Indian cul-
ture. To emphasize the importance of fes-
tivals and the value it adds to our lives, 
the students came together irrespective of 
caste and creed, to celebrate the spirit of 
festivity in different months of the year.The 
Institute is decorated by the enthusiastic 
students with flowers,lights and colours, 
reinforcing the power of brotherhood to 
unite people through different festivals.  

Republic Day



The students joined hands to mark the 
73rd Republic Day of India through 
an online programme where they pre-
sented patriotic songs, speeches on In-
dian history, poster making and play-
ing intruments.The spirit of free India 
is portrayed through the vibrant per-
formances of the students irrespective 
of caste, creed, language and religion. 

Rangrez - A Holi Celebration



The onset of the spring season 
is marked by the celebration of 
Holi which emphasises the sig-
nificance of different colours in 
our life. The students irrespec-
tive of their caste, creed and re-
ligion, celebrated the spirit of 
Holi through singing, dancing, 
and playing musical instruments.
The  diversity of the Indian cul-
ture is aptly portrayed through 
various performances which  re-
flected the aura of the  festival.  

Industry Speaks



To give our students an exposure 
to the real world in a pharmaceuti-
cal industry, Carreograph organizes 
seminars and webinars throughout 
the year. Eminent speakers like doc-
tors and managers of pharmaceuti-
cal companies, are invited to speak 
and enlighten the students about 
the  job  details, career prospects, 
necessary communication skills, of 
an aspiring medical representative.



Dear Readers,   
Your feedback/suggestions   

will encourage us:
carreographmba@gmail.com

mba@carreograph.com


